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Tills paper has been v/ritten as a result of the authors
interest and studir of electrostatic storat;e tubes and their
uses for the past four years. Although the literature is
quite extensive on the subject of storage tubes, specific
articles generally deal with individual tubes and their
operationo It is felt that this does not fill the need
of the casual reader v/ho is interested in a general under-
standing of the principles of electrostatic storage* It is
the aim of this paper to fill that need.
Although specific tubes are discussed, anyone interest-
ed in the basic principles of secondary emission, which is
the basis of all electrostatic storage devices, can read
part II of this paper and obtain a general understanding of
storage tube operation without reference to the remaining
parts of the paper, V/ith this as a foundation, the author
hopes that the reader will be able to better understand the
operation of any tube he desires to investigate.
As a part of the curriculum in Engineering Electronics
at the United States Naval Postgraduate School the author
spent eleven weeks at the H, C. a# Tube Plant, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, v/orking as a Junior Engineer on storage tubes.
The author is indebted to the members of the Pick-up and
Photo-tube group, v;ith which he worked, for the many in-
teresting and informative discussions held on storage tubes*
Ke also wishes to express his appreciation for the many
helpful criticisms given by members of the group during
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Recent developments in electronic circuits have made
it possible to perform the elementary functions of arith-
metic with great speed and accuracy, as a result problems
in mathematics and science whch have long been considered
unsolvable because of the enormous amounts of time and
labor involved, are now being solved with the aid of these
circuits.
The electronic calculators which utilize these circuits
are the natural outgrowth of the efforts of man to find
aids to the solution of every day problems requiring the
use of mathematics. Perhaps the earliest record of a com-
puter is a dissertation on the use of the abacus by Egypt-
ians and Greeks written by Herodotus in 430 B.C. From this
elementary machine v/e have progressed to the large scale
digital computers now in use, which are capable of solving
the complex problems posed by modern science.
The present era in computing devices can be considered
to date from 1938. This era is marked by two developments
of great importance. One is the stress on large scale com-
puting equipment, primarily digital devices, the other is
the development of electronic technique s capable of satis-
fying the needs of these devices, as the capacity of com-
puters increased so did the physical size and the need for
smaller more reliable components v/as brought sharply into
focus.

From these requirements came the development of the
electrostatic storage tube for use as the memory element
in digital computers. The principles of operation of "memory"
or "storage" tubes have been knov/n for many years but only
in the last few years has practical usage been made of these
principles.
Basically, the operation of a storage tube is dependent
on the emission of secondary elections from a surface, either
a metal or an insulator, wnen the surface is bombarded by a
stream of primary electrons. Much of the early work in
determining the effects of electron bombardment on various
materials was done in Germany by Daene, Schmerevitz, Knoll
and otherse Most of the work done in tnis country dates
from 1940, resulting in part from the increasing interest
in television. However, the work done in the field has
brought forth many uses for storage tubes » Television,
moving-target indicators, and storage of radar signals are
only a few of the systems utilizing these tubes. Unfort-
unately the scope of this paper does not allow a complets
coverage of all storage tubes© Any reader interested in
further study of the field is referred to the bibliography.
The possibiliti'- of using storage tubes in digital
computers was not seriously investigated until the end of
the waro In the period from 1946 up to the present, many
laboratories have aeveloped storage tubes, having many
different modes of operation, but all based on the princi-
ples of secondary emission.

It is the purpose of this paper to present a dis-
cussion of storage tubes as used in computers, jimphasis
is placed on tube operation alone with no reference to the
external circuits involved. Only a snail portion of the
paper will deal with digital computers, and the discussion
in this section will be very general.
One section pertains to the principles of secondary
emission. In order to understand the operation of storage
tubes the reader must understand the phenomenon of second-
ary emission. An attempt has been made to v;rite this
section as clearly and consisely as possible. It is hoped
that anyone with some knov/ledge of electronics will be able
to fully understand the behavior of a surface when under
electron bombardment. This section assumes that the reader
has no previous knowledge of secondary emission, and is
written accordingly.
Part four of the paper is devoted to a discussion of
three different computer storage tubes; the KCA c3B-256,
the MIT V/hirlwind computer tube, and the V/illiams tube.
There are other storage tubes which have been developed
for use in computers. The three chosen use three differ-
ent approaches to a coramon problem. If the operation of
tliese three is understood, the reader v;ill have a good





A digital computer is one wiiich performs mathematical
operations vdth numbers expressed in the form of digits which
can assume only discrete values o Assuming that all opera-
tions are performed accurately, the precision of the comp-
utation is dependent upon the number of digits the machine
can handle©
That portion of a computer which actually performs
the mathematical functions in the solution of a problem may
be termed the operations system. It consists of arithme-
tic units, which perform the operations of addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division; storage units,
which provide means for holding information for reuse;
and control elements, which interpret commands and initiate
arithmetic processes*
From the engineering standpoint, the problem of elec-
tronic digital computing lies primarily in the construction
of suitable electronic devices iiaving the same number of
states as tiie number of possible values of a digit. In
this way a one-to-one correspondence may be established
between each state of the device and each value of the
digit* Since, relatively, the complexity of the electronic
device is dependent upon the number of values a digit may
assume, it is naturally advantageous to use a system v/hich
can be represented electrically with ease and economy*
5'or this reason the binary system has attained a great
importance in the computer field. Today, most digital

computers use the binary system, although some work has
been done using the decimal system.
In the binary system only two modes of operation are
required, namely, "on»» or "off". Therefore, any tv/o-state
electronic device may be used to represent a binary digit©
Examples of electronic digit representation which are use-
able are the numerous flip-flop circuits, difference in the
level of two voltages, the presence or absence of a pulse,
or electrostatic storage.
The first step in setting up a problem is to divide
the problem into a sequence of simple arithmetic or logi-
cal operations externally, and construct a table of in-
structions for the machine. Each instruction will require
that an elementary operation be performed on, or by, a
number. This is referred to as moving a number from one
"address" to another. To every address a aigit combination
will be assigned, so that an instruction consists of two
digit combinations, and appears as a number, From this it
is seen that instructions and numbers are similar. They
are referred to as "words".
There are two different ways of handling numbers in
terms of their binary representation. One is called the
series method, the other the parallel method. In series
operation, a number is transmitted from one place to
another in the machine, a single digit at a time, until the
entire number has been completed. In parallel operation,
each digit of a number is transmitted on its own separate
line, and all digits of a number are sent simultaneously.

As an exaraple, the binary representation for the number









AS usual, each system has advantages and disadvantages.
The parallel machine is faster, but requires more eq.uipment
since each digit requires an individual line. In a series
machine timing is important since successive digits of a
number are distinguished from each other by their time of
occurence. In a parallel machine the timing is unimportant
since the digits of a number are distinguished by tbe place
of their occurrence.
Since all the operations required of a computer cannot
be introduced into the machine simultaneously, they must be
remembered during the loading period and during operation,
until each is used. The storage system provides this nec-
essary "memory" for the machine a

It has been estimated (Sheppard,l6) that a large scale
automatically sequenced computing machine should have a
minimum high-speed memory capacity of 1,000 words, where a
word is made up of approximately 40 pulses, For large
problems such as partial differential equations or problems
in statistics, a total memory of 10,000 to 1,000,000 words
are required* From this it is seen tliat the minimum re-
quirements for the type of operation desired are for the
storage of 4 x 10^ binary digits.
If a tv/o tube flip-flop circuit v/ere used then 8 x 10^
tubes would be required; clearly an impractical situation
from the standpoint of size, economy, and reliability* For
this reason the electrostatic storage tube, which greatly
reduces the number of tubes required by the memory unit,
has assumed an increasing importance in the computer field
in the last few years. Ey reducing the number of tubes, and
providing reliable operation, the construction of large
scale digital computers has become practical • For example
the V/illiams tube ('vVilliams,17) v/ith a spot diameter of
1 mra, is reported to have a storage capacity of 1600 digits
on a 6" cathode ray tube. The KCA SB256 (Hajchman 13) has
a storage capacity of 256 digits in a tube 2" in diameter
and 7" in lengtho Other tubes have been developed with
sizes comparable to those mentioned, and all of them have
the advantage of large storage capabilities in a relatively
small volume.
In order to make use of the memory device it must be
possible to insert, extract, hold or erase information as

desired by the operatoPo The process of inserting infor-
mation into the memory unit is called "v/riting". v^hen in-
foriaation is extracted or Liovsd to another address it is
"read". This does not necessarily ioiply perraanent removal
of t]:je information from storage since it may be desirable
to retain it for future use. To erase the information is
to completely remove it from storage. In some cases this
is done simultaneously v/ith the writing of new information,
thus eliminating one step in the process of reading and
erasing prior to inserting new information.
From the proceeding discussion the requirement for a
storage tube to be used as a memory unit for digital com-
puters may be summarized as follov/s;
1. The tube must be capable of storing a large number
of digits. This is necessary if a reduction in
size of the equipment is to be realized
o
2. Selection of address must be done with absolute
certainty. Reading or v/riting into an address in
error could result in mullifying large amounts of
work.
3o v;ritten information oiust be stored indefinitely.
Changes in stored signals can result only from
^vriting or erasing processeso
4» Access time must be short; i.e. the time required
to v/rite information into or read from a given
address must be short compared to the time re-
quired for an overall operation.
The remainder of this paper describes the manner in
8

which electrostatic storage tubes operate and hov^ they meet
the requirements as stated*

GHiAPTiiR III
PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY AMISSION
The basic principle underlying the operation of all
electrostatic storage devices is the emission of secondary
electrons. These secondary electrons result from the bomb-
ardment of a surface by a stream of primary electrons, as
was pointed out in the previous section, the memory section
of a binary computer needs only to retain "yes" or "no"
information. Consequently, if a surface is bombarded with
a stream of electrons in such a manner as to leave either
a deficiency or an excess of electrons at a given spot,
then each spot that is bombarded can represent either a
"yes"or a"no." --issumin^ the charge pattern is retained by
the surface after the bombardment, then this surface can
serve as a memory device. If the storage surface contains
thousands of these spots, each one insulated from the others,
and each one capable of assuming either a positive or nega-
tive charge, then the surface is capable of storing large
amounts of digital information. Actually there are ixiany
substances or composites of substances that have this
property'- of assuming a positive or negative charge under
the influence of electron bombardment.
For example, mica, if bombarded point by point by a
stream of electrons of varying intensity, will become a
surface made up of many "islands" of charges. Since laica
does not conduct transversly, and if leakage is neglected,




and their cLarges will be retained by the micao The mag-
nitude of these charges will be indicative of the intensity
of the electron stream at the time of bombardment. If, at
a later time, the mica surface is in some fashion interro-
gated point by point, then a reproduction of the original
charge pattern is obtained. In this way information has
been written, stored, and read; thus the primary require-
ments of a storage unit have been met.
Insulating surfaces such as mica are not the only ones
exhibiting the properties of secondary emission and charge
storage. Surfaces have been formed by evaporating metal
on an insulating plate in such a manner as to form many
small islands of metal which v\rill be insulated each from
the other, V/ith this type of surface the same procedure
of depositing and removing charge can be follov/ed as given
for mica and the storage principle results. There are many
other ways of making and using storage surfaces but they
are of no specific importance for this discussion. Where
actual tubes are described, the target composition will be
explained.
The foregoing has been brief and oversimplified. It
is intended only to show the reader why electrostatic storage,
using the principles of secondary emission, is being used
as a memory device. V/ith this as a background it is hoped




1. Secondary Emission Characteristics.
Fig.l shows the general shape of the secondary emission
characteristic of a storage surface. It is a plot of the
gain or loss of electrons on a storage target versus the
target potential, when the target is bombarded by a stream
of electrons • The target potential is taken with respect
to the electron source. The gain or loss of electrons is
plotted as a ratio of the number of secondary electrons
leaving the target to the number of the primary electrons
impinging on the target. This is defined as the secondary
emission ratio of the target surface and represents the
number of secondary electrons emitted per primary electron
reaching the target. This is, of course, a statistical
average since the number of secondaries emitted per primary
will vary widely.
As Fig.l shows, the secondary emission ratio varies
with different values of target potential. This is due
to the capture of primary electrons by the storage surface,
and to the emission of secondary electrons by the surface
»
In order to understand these actions as they take place a
basic tube will be hypothesized, consider a tube shaped
similar to the conventional cathode-ray tube, ^t one end
is inserted an electron gun v/hich supplies the primary
bombarding electrons, ^t the other end is a sheet of
dielectric, e.g. mica, v/hich will be the storage surface*
Near the target is inserted a collector anode v;hich v/ill
operate at a potential always higher than that of the
target. This will serve to collect any electrons drifting
12

in tile tube because of reflections and will collect all
second:iry electrons emitted from the target surface.
The cathode will be held at ground potential and the
beam accelerating potential, or tar^^et potential, will
assume various positive values. The results v;ill be plotted
(i'ig.2) as the effective secondary emission ratio versus
target potential. In this case the number of electrons col-
lected by the target includes both the number due to second-
ary emission and the number due to electron optical effects
and reflections from the target. If I^, represents the
primary or beam-current, I2 represents the secondary emiss-
ion current and I^. represents those electrons collected
because of the secondary effects noted, then the effective
secondary emission ratio is represented by (I2+
^r^^l*
This is not to be confused with the plot of Fig.l which is
the plot of I2/I1 and is the true secondary emission ratio.
V/hen the accelerating potential is slightly positive
with respect to the cathode the primary electrons arrive
with insufficient energy to free an appreciable number of
secondary electrons, and the arriving primaries are held
by the target because of the field between the target and
the cathode. This results in a secondary emission ratio
less than unity. As the accelerating potential is gradually
increased more primaries reach the target but the number
of secondaries emitted is still small. This gives a net
decrease in the secondary emission ratio. This effect
continues until a minimum point in the curve is reached.
13

For accelerating potentials past this point the ratio starts
to increase and continues to do so until a point is reached
where the number of secondary electrons emitted by the
target just equals the number of primary electrons that
strike the target. This is referred to as the first cross-
over point. AS the accelerating potential is increased
beyond this point the secondary emission ratio becomes
greater than unity, that is, there are many more electrons
leaving the target than there are primary electrons strik-
ing it. The ratio increases with increasing potential until
a maximum is reached, as the potential is increased furtijer,
the energy required for electrons to escape from the target
also increases, and the secondary emission ratio begins to
fall off until it passes through unity and again becomes
less than one* This second point of unity secondary emission
ratio is known as the second crossover point or the "sticking"
potential of the target.
Both Fig.l and Fig. 2 are general curves; tijat is, the
secondary emission from all emitting surfaces will be of
the shapes shown although actual values may differ. For
example, the maximum secondary emission ratios for insula-
tors may vary from 1.5 to 7 #5 while for metals the second-
ary emission ratios var^*- from 0.6 to 1«6 (IvicKay 11). These
figures are intended to give an idea of the range of varia-
tions for different substances and are not intended as max-
imum values for insulators and metals.
Using the same tube as previously described, suppose
14

the collector anode is operated at a potential that is
between the first aM second crossover points of the target
o
Using the same procedure as given previously, the accele-
rating potential is again gradually increased and the
effect5,ve secondary emission ratio is plotted against the
beam acceleration voltage. The result is shown in Fig. 3.
It is seen that for accelerating potentials considerably
less than the collector potential, there is little or no
deviation from tte curve of Fig. 2, In this low-potential
portion of the curve, the collector serves only to catch
the secondary electrons emitted by the target and since the
potential difference between collector and target is rel-
atively large the emission characteristic is not changed.
However, for accelerating potentials in the neighborhood of
the collector potential the curve is radically changedo
Here the curve shows that the second crossover point is
determined by the collector potential and not by the Char-
acteristic of the emitting surface. Also note that the
target potential at the second crossover is a few volts
positive with respect to the collector.
This is due to the follovdng action. Once the second-
ary electrons are emitted by the surface tiiey are either
collected by another electrode or they may partly or com-
pletely fall back on the emitting surface. Their action
v/ill be determined by the electric field in the vicinity
of the emitting surface and the energy with v/Uich they are
emitted from the target surface. Fig. 4 shows the general
relation between the energy of secondary electrons emitted
15

from a target surface and the number of secondaries emitted
per unit energy level. Once again it is to be noted that
this is a general curve. Actual values may vary for differ-
ent materials. Reference to the curve shows that the large
majority of secondary electrons are emitted with energies of
a few volts. These are regarded as true secondaries o Merged
with this group and extending out somev/hat uniformly to
energies almost equal to the accelerating potential, is a
small number of inelastically reflected priiaariec. At a
velocity corresponding to the accelerating potential tnere
is a peak of elastically reflected primaries. Actually
only the lov/ velocity "true secondaries" will be considered
since the reflected primaries are relatively unimportant
«
Mow, if N electrons in the primary beam strike the target,
the area under the curve of Pig. 4 v.'ill be ^11, the total
number of secondaries emitted, where t^ is the secondary
emission ratio. Due to the space charge existing between
the target and collector* equilibrium v/ill occur for the
target at a potential of Vg with respect to the collector.
At this potential the number of secondaries with sufficient
energy to reach the collector is just equal to the number
of primaries striking the target I.e., the secondary
emission ratio is equal to one. These secondaries are
represented in Fig»4 by the area under the curve from Vg
to infinity. The remaining secondaries { tt^ - 1 ) N,
represented by the area from to Yg v«/ill have insufficient
energy to penetrate the space ciiarge and vdll fall back on
the target
* This is analagous to space charge effects in a diode.
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From this it is seen that the target v/ill have a
potential slightly positive with respect to the collector
at the second crossover. In general, this potential dif-
ference is only a few volts o Some variation v/ill be noted
for different target materials and will be dependent on the
energy distribution of the secondaries from each material*
Referring again to Fig. 3 there are three points of
operation that are very important; the cathode and second
crossover, which are points of stable operation; and the
first crossover or point of critical potential, which is a
point of unstable operation.
Consider the case in wnich the beam is turned on and
the accelerating potential is held just under the critical
potential. Since the secondary emission ratio is less tnan
unity in this region all primary electrons arriving at the
target will be hold and a negative charge will accumulate.
This action continues until the point under bombardment
accumulates enough negative charge to reach cathode poten-
tial. Once cathode potential is reached, the beam will not
reach the target and the surface v/ill rest at cathode po-
tential. If charge leaks off the target surface and it
tends to go slightly positive, enough electrons will strike
the target to return it to the cathode potential
«
V/ith the tube again in its viuiescent state, the gun is
directed at another spot, the beara turned on, and the beam
accelerating potential held just above the critical poten-
tial. In this region the secondary emission ratio is great-
er than unity so the arriving primaries vdll release
17

secondaries in a larger number than the arriving priraarieso
Because of this net loss of electrons, the target surface
will charge positively and continue to do so until the
target reaches collector potential. If the accelerating
potential should be greater than collector potential, tiien
J'igo3 shows the secondary emission ratio will be less than
unity and the target will charge back down to collector
potential. Thus it is seen, that regardless of the accel-
erating potential, one of two potentials v;ill be reached,
either tbat of the cathode or tlBt of the collectoro
The preceeding laaterial has been presented in an
attempt to explain the characteristics of secondary emission.
It now remains to be seen just how these characteristics
can be put to practical use in the storage of binary digital
information. It v/as pointed out in an earlier section that
three conditions must be met in order to have a satisfactory
memory unit for a digital computer; the unit must be capa-
ble of having "yes" or "no" information v/ritten on at any
time, it must be able to store the information for long
periods, and the information must be readily available for
reading. Several v/ays of performing these functions will
be presented. The reader should remember that these methods
of writing, retaining and reading are merely representative
o
It is intended that this section merely presents basic ideas
so that the operation of the tubes described in later sections




For purposes of explanation, the same tube v/ill be used
as previously hypothesized but with one change* The die-
lectric target will be mounted on a metal plate which has an
external connection. Nov/ by varying the potential of the
metal plate, the surface of the dielectric will also change
by the same potential due to the capacity action of the
dielectric. For example, if the target plate is suddenly
pulsed negative 5C volts with respect to the cathode, then
capacity coupling will cause the dielectric surface to also
drop by ^0 volts with respect to the cathode. Gonversly, a
positive pulse applied to the target plate will cause the
dielectric surface to go positive by a like amount*
There are now three elements in the tube v/hose poten-
tials are readily variable. They are the cathode, the collec-
tor, and the target. In the writing methods to follow, two
of these elements will have their potentials held constant
while the third is varied. Since only "yes" and "no" in-
formation is rec^uired, in two of the methods to be described
the two stable potentials which the target v;ill assume will
be cathode and collector potentials, representing the digits
and 1, In a third method the target will assume. two
different values of collector potential wi.ich will repre-
sent the digits and 1.
For the first example of v;ritiiig, assume the collect-
or and target potentials are not cnanged by external means,
but the cathode potential is varied. In its quiescent con-
dition the target will be connected to ground through a
19

high resistance The collector will be at some potential
above ground. The first crossover will occur at some point
just negative to ground and the cathode will be very neg-
ative with respect to ground. This is illustrated in Fig.
5. Vk is the cathode potential; V the target potential;
and Vc the collector potential. The electron beam will
be controlled by the electron gun.
Assume tiiat with the potentials as shown in Figo5
the electron beam is turned on and directed at one spot on
the surface of the dielectric. Since the target potential
lies between tiie first and second crossover points, the
seconaary emission ratio from the surface of the dielectric
will be greater than unity. Consequently the spot being
bombarded will assume positive charge and move to collector
potential where it will stay.
The electron gun is now directed at another spot on
the target surface. However, the cathode potential is moved
tov;ard ground, i.e., made less negative, before the beam is
turned on. This has the effect of shifting the curve to the
right by an amount equal to the change in cathode voltage.
Since the target is at ground potential it will remain
stationary. Assume the shift is large enough for Vg to
fall to the left of ttie first crossover point. Under this
condition the secondary emission ratio will be less tlmn
unity, and the target spot will gain electrons and charge
down to the cathode potential.
Thus by varying the cathode potential and bombarding
20

the target, two separate spots have been charged to different
potentials; one to cathode potential a nd one to collector
potential. These two spots can represent the digit and
the digit 1.
Another method which can be used in v/riting is to vary
the collector potential while maintaining the cathode and
target plate at a constant potential. In this case the
collector potential is varied between two values and the
target is charged to that potential, v/ith this scheme
the two stable potentials which the target will assume under
bombardment are both collector potentials; no target spots
are charged down to cathode potential.
For example, consider Jig. 5 used in the preceding case.
V/ith the potentials as shown the gun is directed at a spot
and the electron beam turned on. Because the secondary
emission ratio is greater than unity, the spot v/ill charge
to the collector potential. Now v/ith the gun directed at
another spot, the collector potential v/ill be changed by
some given amount and the beam again turned on. The spot
being bombarded v/ill ciiarge to this new collector potentials
Thus there are tv»ro spots on the dielectric surface, both
positive by different amounts with respect to the cathode,
and both at stable operating points. In this case the digit
zero can be represented by the lower potential since neither
spot will be at cathode potential. It is to be remembered
that a dielectric is being bombarded and once bombardment
21

ceases the charge deposited remains fixed even though the
collector potential is changed**
The last writing method to be described is possibly the
most widely used. It consists of varying the potential of
the metal backing plate upon which the dielectric target
is mounted while holding the cathode and collector poten-
tials constants Here the dielectric potential will be varied
by the capacitor action vvT.ich results v/hen the target plate
potential is varied, as in case one the two stable points
will be cathode potential and collector potentia; repre-
senting the digits and 1»
AS was explained in an earlier section, once a stable
operating potential is obtained, a given spot will maintain
this potential while the spot is being bombarded and for a
considerable period after bombardment tjas ceased, ii'or
example, if a spot is at catnode potential and the beam is
on, no electrons will reach tue spot since there is no
field betv/een the spot and the emitter, both being at cath-
ode potential. If the beam is turned off the spot remains
at the cathode potential » Row, however, with the electron
gun still directed at the same spot, suppose the target
plate is pulsed with positive potential greater than the
first crossover potential of the dielectric material. By
capacity action of the dielectric, the target surface will
also go positive by this amount. Conseq.uently the electron
gun is now bombarding a spot whose potential is great
*This statement neglects secondary effects. See page 25
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enough to make it lie in a region where the secondary
emission ratio is greater than unity, as a result the
spot rapidly charges to collector potential and assumes a
new stable operating potential. In other words, the spot
has been changed from a digit to a digit 1. If the spot
had originally been at collector potential and the same
positive pulse applied, the target would have gone more
positive by the amount of the pulse, but as Fig. 5 shows,
this would have placed the target in a region where the
secondary emission ratio is less than unity, as a result
the spot would be charged down to collector potential. Thus
it is seen that regardless of the original potential of the
spot when a positive pulse is applied the result is a spot
at collector potential. In this way the digit 1 is always
stored when a positive pulse of sufficient magnitude is
applied to the target plate, a pulse applied for this
purpose is called a writing pulse.
In a similar manner any spot may be forced to assume
cathode potential by the application of a negative pulse.
In this case the negative pulse must be large enough to drive
any spot on the target surface that is at collector poten-
tial below the first crossover point or critical potential.
xilthough the positive or negative writing pulse is ap-
plied to the target plate and consequently to the v/hole
surface of the dielectric, no change will take place at the
spots not under bombardment. This results from the fact
that, although their potential may go above or below the
23

critical potential, there v/ill be no change in charge since
no electrons will be striking these points.
At this point a logical question arises. What happens
to the spot under boaibardment v/hen the pulse is removed^
For example, a spot is at cathode potential, a positive
writing pulse is applied to the target plate driving the
target above the critical potential; as a result the spot
under bombardment charges to collector potential, ilov/ the
pulse is removed, forcing the target plate potential back
down past the critical potential. V/liat prevents the spot
from again assuming cathode potential? The answer lies in
the manner in shich the writing pulse is removed. If the
applied pulse was a square wave then the target spot
would always return to its original condition. However,
if the trailing edge, instead of iiaving a steep slope is
made to drop off slowly, then the target spot under bom-
bardment will recover more rapidly than the pulse decays.
For example refer to Fig. 3. Assume the target has been
pulsed positively and the spot under bombardment is at
collector potent ialo Now instead of dropping the pulse
sharply, which would drive the target below the critical
potential, let the pulse drop off in staircase fashion
i.e. in short drops with respect to time. See Pig. 6. Now
as Fig. 3 shows, each time the target potential drops a
small amount it will charge back to collector potential
since the secondary emission ratio is always greater than
unity. Thus by dropping the target plate potential in
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this fashion, the pulse can be removed without disturbing
the charges deposited on the target surfaces « In practice
the trailing edge of the pulse is actually a sloping line
and not a series of drops.
In this discussion of writing principles, idealizations
have been made v/hich are not entirely valid. The principal
one is the assumption tnat each spot of the dielectric can
be charged independently of its neighboring spots* v/ith
two spots on the dielectric surface charged to different
potentials an infinite resistance cannot exist betv/een
them and leakage v/ill occur. There is also the effect of
small fields generated by the charged spots which cause some
reaction between the charged regions. These and other
secondary effects are of extreme importance and must be
considered in producing an operable tube. However, they
are too basic and their causes too extensive to be con-
sidered in this paper. Some of these secondary effects
enter directly into the operation of the V/illiams Tube
and vail be covered in the description of tmt tube.
3. Heading:
Several methods are used in reading the signal
stored in a memory tube. In general, they depend on the
presence or absence of secondary electrons when the target
is bombarded with primary electrons, or else on the dif-
ference in the number of secondary electrons emitted when
the target is under bombardment. The only methods to be
described here will be those which can be easily used v/ith
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the writing techniciues described^ jri.ny system used will be
dependent on the manner in viiich the stable operating points
are utilized and on the construction of the tube. In some
cases Geptii-dte electron c^^s are used for the three I'unc-
tions of writing, reading and holding. The trend, hov/ever,
is to'.vard one gun capable of performing these three func-
tions. This naturally leads to a sraaller, more compact tube,
a feature v/hich is hieijnly desirable for any tube to be used
in computers.
In the first system of v/riting described in the pre-
ceding section the cathode potential was varied in order
to produce the two equilibrium points, cathode potential
and collector potential, which represent the digits and lo
Reading can also be accompllsiied by varying the cathode
potential, but in this case it will be varied to a value
different from tijat used in v;ritingo Lbt the cathode
potential be dropped to a value such that the original cathode
potential now becomes the point of minimum secondary emission
ratio on the curve. (Ii'ig.3) At this i)oint on the curve the
secondary emission ratio is practically zero. The collector
potential remains fixed. Now the digit is represented
by a point of almost zero secondary emission ratio wnile
the digit 1 is still represented by the collector point
on the curve, with a secondary emission ratio of unity.
V/hen the electron beam scans the target area, the second-
aries emitted from a spot originally charged to cathode
potential will be practically non-existent, wuile those
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emitted from a spot cnarged to collector potential will
just equal the number of primaries impinging on that spot.
These secondaries are collected by the collector, thereby
providing an output of tv/o different levels; one represent-
ing the digit zero and one representing the digit 1.
This method of reading permits the reading of a stored
signal without removing the signal from the target surface.
At collector potential tl.ere will be no net gain or loss of
cliarge, consequently the target potential remains fixed;
at the point of minimum secondary emission some gain of
negative charge will result, tending to drive the spot
below the original cathode potential. However, when the
cathode returns to its original condition, this excess
charge will leak off leaving the spot at cathode potential©
In the second method of writing, only the higher sta-
ble potential was usedo Eere the twfo digits were disting-
uished by having the collector assume a different value
for each spot while the ciarges were being deposited. Let
these two points be Y± for the digit and V2 ^or the
digit lo Now in reading, the collector potential v/ill be
set to a value that is mid-way between V^ and V^ '•^icii can
be called Yq. This results in a new equilibrura point Vq*
tov/ard which V^ and V2 vail ciarge when bombarded by a
stream of electrons » Vi v^rill be below this point and V2
will be above it. From Fig. 7 it is seen that Vi will have
a secondary emission ratio greater than unity as it cliarges
toward Vo,and 72 will have a secondary emission ratio less
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than unity as it charges toward V . Consequently as the
target is scanned, the collector output from the spot
corresponding to V-j_, will be large, while the collector
output from the spot corresponding to V v^ill be very
small. In this manner the two digits are identified.
It should be noted that this method of reading de-
stroys the information stored on the target surface.
iSince both spots charge tov^ard a common collector poten-
tial when the reading takes place they both assume the same
charge and are indistinguishable. This is naturally un-
desirable where it is necessary to refer several times to
a given address for the information stored there, since
rewriting would be required after each reading.
In the last writing method described the collector and
cathode potentials were constant and the target plate
potential was varied. The two stable potentials to which
the spot under bombardment charges were used; cathode and
collector to represent the digits and 1 respectively.
In reading, essentially the saxae procedure is used as in
writing in that only the target plate potential is varied.
Consider that the target surface has information written
on its surface, the information consists of the digits
and 1. To read off the information the electron gun
is set to scan either the complete target area or only
certain addresses, whichever is desired. At the instant
the electron beam is turned on, a small negative pulse is
applied to the target plate, Due to capacity action the
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target surface will also go negative by an amount eq_ual to
the magnitude of the pulse » V/hen the beam strikes a spot
that was originally charged to collector potential it will
be less than collector potential by an amount equal to the
negative pulse* Consequently the secondary emission ratio
will be greater than unity and secondaries will move to ti£
collector, producing an output signal, vvlien the beam is
directed at a spot originally at cathode potential no second-
aries will be emitted, and no signal output occurs* This
follows since the effective secondary emission ratio is
unity at cathode potential and for potentials slightly
less than that of the cathode.
Since the original conditions of equilibrum, i.e.
spots at cathode or collector potentials, remain after the
pulse is removed, this method of reading permits successive
reading without destruction of the spot charges.
4o Holding:
It has been stated previously that for the sake of
clarity secondary effects were being omitted in this dis-
cussion and w^uld be assumed to be negligible. If this
assumption were entirely valid then there would be no
mechanism required to hold the ciiarges on the target once
they vrere 'vvritten on. Unfortunately, leakage of charge
from the dielectric cannot be ignored since it is present
and will cause a change in potential of the various spots
if it is not prevented or corrected. Zor this reason some
form of "holding" is employed. In sortie cases the whole
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target surface is sprayed with a shov/er of electrons. In
tliis case if ciarge is lost by the spots at cathode poten-
tial because of leakage then enough electrons irvill be
allowed to reach the spot to replace those lost, thus main-
taining the spot at e quili brum, ^or those spots at collector
potential, any cliarge lost will drop the spot potential "be-
low collector potential into the region where the secondary
emission ratio is greater than unity. Thus the spot will
charge back up to collector potential under the steady
bombardment of the holding gun electrons. Effectively the
spot will never go below collector potential since the
action described is quite rapido
Another method of holding is to eciploy a system of
reading that does not destroy the charge pattern. Since a
system of this type tends to restore any charge that has
leaked off, if reading is done at systematic intervals the
charge will be restored each time a spot is interrogated*
There are many systems employed for retaining the
charge on a storage surface, and most of them are pecu-
liar to the tube construction, the number of guns used, and
the reading and writing system employed. Therefore, rather
than give a detailed description of several methods em-
ployed in different tubes, the holding system in those
tubes discussed in this paper v^ill be explained since they
are considered representative
«
This concludes the section of Secondary iJmission,
The next part of this paper will deal with three electro-
static storage tubes; (1) The RCA SB-256, (2) The MIT
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Whirlwind Tube, and (3) The Valliams Tubeo These tubes
v/ere designed for the specific purpose of providing the
memory unit in digital computers. Although other storage
tubes have been suggested as being suitable for use in
digital computers tiie se three are being presented since each
tube is entirely different from the others. Operation of
each of these three tubes is based on the principles of
secondary emission, but in each tube these principles are





H.C.A. SB-256: (Kajciiman, 13,14) This tube v/as de-
veloped by li.C.A. for the sx)ecil'ic purpose of use in a
digital computer. The work was done by the laboratories
at Princeton in collaboration with the Institute of Advanced
Studies as a part of their work to develop a universal
electronic computer o The tube v.'as designed primarily as an
attempt to meet, as nearly as possible, the ideal req.uire-
ments of the inner memory of a computer, as were set forth
in an earlier section of this paper. Emphasis is placed
on reliability of operation and short access time.
The principle of the tube depends on (quantizing both
the address of the stored information and the information
itself. The selection of the address is obtained hy means
of two orthogonal sets of parallel spaced bars ^/hich form a
series of vdndows. Eight elongated cathodes are used to
produce a steady shower of electrons which rain continually
on these windows. Address selection voltages are applied
to certain groups of bars connected in pre-determined com-
binations. Depending on tlie voltages applied, some windows
will assume a potential condition that will allow ti© pass-
age of electrons, others v;ill prevent the passage of elec-
trons. Located behind the windov/s are small metallic is-
lands, each insulated from the others. The storage of in-
formation is made in terms of one of the two stable poten-
tials which can be assumed by an island when under
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bombardment by a stream of electrons, xieading signals are
taken off electronically or may be observed visually,
lo Description of Tube,
The SB256 is a cylindrical tube 3" in diameter and
7" long, iill connections are made at one end of the tube,
which utilizes a 34 lead stem* There are 256 storage
elements. The eight elongated cathodes have a rectangular
cross-section and are located in a diametral plane of the
tube. Between and i^arallel to the cathodes are a set of
nine selecting bars of sq,uare cross-section. Thes verti-
cal selecting bars are connected into 6 groups: VI, V2, Y3,
V4 and V'l, V»2 as shovm in ?ig.8. On eitier side of tie
plane of the cathodes and V-bars there is a set of 18
parallel bars of sq^uare cross-section v/hich are placed at
right angles to the set of vertical bars. Together, these
vertical and horizontal bars determine the window selection.
The two sets of horizontal selecting bars sandwich the
cathodes and vertical bars. The tube is syrrunetrical v;ith
respect to the cathode plane, consequently all subsequent
electrods will also sandwich the cathode bars. This is
shown in ?igo9« The 36 horizontal selecting bars are
connected into 12 groups: lU to Ii4 and lili to Ii8» as shovm
in Fige8, Actually the 9 vertical bars are used for 8
gates and the 36 horizontal bars are used for 32 gates, the
excess bars being used to take care of end effects*
l.Ioving outward on either side from the cathode plane,
there is located, next to the horizontal selecting bars,
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a collector o The collector is a flat metallic plate, per-
forated with round holes whose centers loatch the centers
of the v/indows formed by the vertical and horizontal se-
lecting bars. Adjacent to each collector plate there are two
perforated mica sheets holding between them 128 metallic
eyelets v/hich are the storage elements « These storage
eyelets are made of nickel plated steel and have a second-
ary emission characteristic similar to the one shown in
Figo9.
Another perforated metal plate follow^s the two mica
plates. This is the writing plate. A similar perforated
metal plate is located next to the writing plate « This
is the reading plate, Lach perforation in these plates
and in the storage eyelets is in register with a window
formed by tv/o vertical selecting bars and two horizontal
selecting bar£«
Beyond the reading plate is a Faraday cage formed by
tv/o perforated plates spaced some distance apart and closed
on all four sides by a metallic wall, jx glass plate coated
v/ith a fluorescent material is placed against the outer
plate of the cage. In the central plane of the cage there
are nine wires spaced so as to be between the holes of the
perforated plates, (See I'ig.9). The wires are connected
together and collect the secondary electrons emitted ty
the fluorescent material when under bombardment. This




In describing the operation of the SE256 frequent
reference will be made to Fig.9« This figure shows three
possible conditions for any one eyelet to assume; (1^ Eye-
let at volts o (all voltages with respect to the cathode)
(2) Eyelet at-#-200v; reading plate at+l^Ov (3) Eyelet at
+ 200v; writing plate at -100v« The electron paths result-
ing from these conditions are shown and v/ill be explained*
In the quiescent state, assuraing the tube is storing
information previously written in, all of the selecting
bars are at cathode potential {0 volts) and all other
electrodes are at the potentials shown in l''ig.9o In this
condition, electrons emitted from the cathodes are focused
into 256 beams by the combined action of the vertical and
horizontal selecting bars at zero potential and the col-
lector potential at 180Vo The collector potential v^ill focus
the beam through the centers of the collector holes to the
eyelets Since the eyelets are mounted in the mica plates
which serve to insulate each one and since the eyelets have
no external connection, they are floating electrically;
and when bombarded by a stream of electrons will tend to
assume a potential such that the net current to each will
be zero, as was pointed out in the section dealing with
secondary emission, ttere are two such naturally stable
potentials; either cathode potential or collector poten-
tial, consequently by the manipulation of other parameters
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each eyelet v;ill be made to assume either cathode or
collector potential. Once this condition is reached it
can be held indefinately without deterioration by the
constant shov?er of electrons.
3o "»Vindow Selection.
To v/rite into or read from a memory element tl g
quiescent state of the horizontal and vertical selecting
bars must be momentarily disturbed so tliat the electron
beams to all eyelets are interrupted except the beam to the
eyelet selected for reading or writing. This is done by
applying a negative pulse to all the horizontal and verti-
cal selecting bars except one in each of the four groups
V, V, H and H*. The bars are connected in such a way that
only one gate in each of the "V and H directions will have
its tv/o limiting bars remain at cathode potential, while
all others vv'ill have one or both limiting bars at the pulsed
negative potential.
When a horizontal or vertical selecting bar is roade
sufficiently negative, it cuts off most of the current from
the adjacent cathode and the small amount of current viiiich
does pass is deflected and does not reach the hole of the
collectOTo If bars on either side of a cathode are nega-
tive then a potential barrier is formed through which no
electrons pass. Thus it is seen that only a windov/ with
its four selecting bars at zero potential will be "open"
and pass the electron beam, v/hile all others will be closed.
For example, referring to Fig. 8, if all vertical connections
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except 1' aM 4 are made negative, it is seen that only
two adjacent bars are negative. If all horizontal connec-
tions except 1 and 1* are made ne£,ative, only two adjacent
horizontal bars will be negative* Thus only the v/indow
formed by vertical bars 1» and 4 tnd horizontal bar 1 and
1» v/ill be open, and electrons v/ill be passed by this windov/
while all others mil remain closed* This holds true for any
combination set up*
4o V/riting.
To write into a given storage element current is passed
to that element only, lAiiile it is interrupted to all others.
A voltage pulse of the type shown in Fig* 6 is applied to the
writing plate* This pulse will have a value approximately
that of the collector potential. Due to the capacity coupl-
ing provided ty the mica support sheets, and since the eye-
lets are electrically floating, tlie potential of the eyelet
will become that of the writing pulse and v/ill be approxi-
mately that of the collector or greater. This follov/s since
the writing plate pulse is approximately equal in magnitude
to the collector potential*
Now assume that, as a result of previous storage, the
eyelet is either at cathode potential or collector potential.
If it was initially at cathode potential, the v/riting plate
pulse will cause its potential to jump to approximately
collector potential, and following the action described in
Chapter II of this paper, it will charge to collector po-
tential during the plateau of the pulse. If the eyelet
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was Initially at collector potential, the writing pulse will
cause its potential to become approximately twice tlo&t of
the collector. This places the eyelet in a potential area
where its cecondary emission ratio is less than unity, con-
sequently it charges down to collector potential. Thus it
is seen that regardless of the previous potential condition
of the eyelet, at the end of the plateau of the writing
pulse, the eyelet potential will be that of the collectoro
The manner in which the writing plate pulse is removed
determines whether ti.e eyelet will assume cathode potential,
representing the digit 0, or vv'hether it will remain at collec-
tor potential, representing the digit 1. If it is desired
to return the eyelet to cathode potential, a negative pulse
is applied to one of the four window selecting bars, shutting
off the current to the eyelet « At the same time the v;ritlng
pulse drops slowly as shown in Fig. 60 Since there is no
current to the eyelet, the capacity between the eyelet and
the writing plate results in the eyelet slov/ly dropping to
cathode potentialo If it is desired to have the eyelet
remain at collector potential, the window remains open and
the electron stream continues to reach the eyelet during
the time the writing pulse is decaying, as previously ex-
plained in Chapter IX, where the decay is sufficiently slow
in impimging electrons overcome the potential drop due to
capacity coupling and the eyelet is held at collector po-
tential* Actually the decay is of the order of micro-
secondSo
After the end of the v/riting pulse, current is
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reestablished to all tlie eyelets by the end of the selecting
pulse, .ill eyelets except the selected one simply went for
a "potential ride", following the potential variations of
the writing plate, but no net change was made in their po-
tentials since no D.C, currents can be transmitted by a
condenser. Therefore, at the instant current is reestab-
lished, all eyelets except the selected one will be at its
original potential. In this roanner all eyelets have in-
formation placed on them in any order the operator desires*
5« Heading*
After the writing function is completea, all "windows"
are open, allowing current to reach all the eyelets « Cince
each eyelet has a hole in its center, under certain condi-
tions electrons ;vill go through these holes, I'ig«9 shows
what happens to the electrons reaching the eyelets under
three different conditions imposed by other elements of
the tube©
In each case the cathodes and the selecting bars Vk^ill
be at zero potential. For case one the eyelet has assumed
cathode potential, corresponding to the digit zero, iilec-
trons will approach the eyelet, but since it is at cathode
potential they will be repelled and no electrons will go
through the hole. In case two the eyelet is at collector
potential, consequently electrons will go through the hole
and travel as far as the reading plate. Under writing or
quiescent conditions the reading plate is maintained at
- ICO volts Since this is negative with respect to the
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cathode, no electrons will be allowed through the reading
plate holes and they will return to the eyelet. In neithsr
case have electrons reached either the fluorescent screen
or the reading wires
«
The third case illustrated in i'ig.9 shows the electron
path when reading takes place. In its q.uiescent state the
reading plate is biased negatively and the reading current
going through the positive eyelets (case 2), does not reach
the reading circuits • To read, an eyelet is selected by
applying negative pulses to all but four bars as was done
for the writing function. After a slight delay a positive
pulse is applied to the reading plate, making it approxi-
mately 30 volts positive vidth respect to the cathode. This
allov/s current to pass through the reading plate hole. The
current passes into the J'araday cage and strikes the
fluorescent screen, producing a light signal and also causing
secondary emission which is collected by the reading v/ires»
These wires are all connected in parallel and their output
constitutes the reading signalo
Thus it is seen tiat when a positive eyelet is in-
terrogated tv/o output signals are obtained; visual, v\rhich
can be used for monitoring purposes, and electrical, v/hicii
can be used to operate other circuits. «/hen a negative
eyelet is interrogated no electrons penetrate past the
eyelet
J
since it is at cathode potential, and no output is
obtained. Thus "yes" and "no" information has been written
into and read out of the tube.
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The reading plate draws no current since its holes are
in register with those of the writing plate and the Faraday-
cage, The Faraday cage potential determines only the in-
tensity of the monitoring light obtained in the fluorescent
screen, and has no effect on the reading beam. Its minimum
is determined by the secondary emission properties of will-
emite (about
-h300 volts) and its maximum by breakdown. The
reading v/ires are 2G0 volts more positive tijan the cage so
that all secondaries emitted by the willemite screen will
be oollectedo
6. Holding,
One point to be noted is tljat a minimum period of
quiescence (all selecting bars at potential) is required
follwoing reading or v/riting for each eyelet prior to pro-
ceeding to another eyelet* In this period, slight devia-
tions from their stable potentials, (cathode or collector
potential) v/hich the eyelet might nave suffered due to
leakage or other extraneous causes during the selection
time, v;ill be compensated for by electron bombardment.
This provides for holding the stored charges. The action
is similar to that described on page 29 of Chapter II.
If the minimum storage time; i.e. time the eyelets keep
tneir information without beiiefit of the holding current,
to the selection time is 1000, ti.en the quiescent period
need be only one thousandths of tiie selection period, liow-
ever, no objectionable loss of repetition rate occurs if
the quiescent period follov/ing each v/ritiiig or reading is
equal to one-half the selection period.

detailed information on the operating characteristics




M.I.T. STORAGE TUi3E, PIiOJiilCT iv:.IHL"vn:UD: (Forrester, 4;
Dodd, Illemperer, Youtz, 1)
The II. I, T. electrostatic storage tube was developed by
the Servomechanisms Laboratory of the llassachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology for the Office of iJaval Hesearch, it
is to be used as a memory unit for a parallel type digital
computer. The desired goal is for reliable storage of 1,024
binary digits o ^t the present time lower storage densities
give the high reliability req.uired in a digital 00^1, uter*
The tube operates on the principle of having discrete
spots on an insulator surface charged to two different
potentials* Information is deposited in the form of pos-
itive or negative signals which can be read out at any
desired time. Address is obtained by accurate positioning
of the beam of electrons emitted by the cathode. The tube
operates v/ith target plate modula tion to produce the type
charge desired on the target surface. Storage is in terms
of the two stable points of operation, collector potential
and holding gun cathode potential. Reading signals are
taken from the target plate
lo Description of Tube.
i'^igurs 10 is a drav/ing of the K.I.T, tube, Dimensions
are approximate. The target assembly is located at the
right end as shown and the connections are brought out
through this end. The other end of the tube contains two
electron guns. One of tnese is used to read and v/rite, the
other to provide holding. The v/riting-reading gun is an
orainary cathode-ray gun which is electrostatically focused
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and deflected. The deflection plates position a 50 micro-
ampre beam to a desired spot in the surface. The holding
gun, v/hich is a triode, provides a uniform sprcy of low-
velocity electrons over the entire target surface*
Fig oil is a schematic of the tube. The collector is
a 100 mesh/inch wire screen held 15 mils in front of the
storage surface. The dielectric plate is 4 inches in dia-
meter and made of 5 mil mica. The storage surface is a
mosaic of small squares of beryllim evaporated on the mica.
This forms a series of conducting islands, which are the
secondary emitters, each v/ell insulated from the others. This
mosaic is of about 40 squares per linear inch and is formed
by evaporating the beryllium through a wire mesh. The
writing-reading beam covers several of these mosaic squares
at one time so that a single binary digit is stored on a
spot consisting of 10 to 20 squares. The signal plate is
film of silver on the mica sheet, and makes contact with
a metal backing plate used to support the target assembly.
Signal output is taken from the signal plate. The collect-
or screen is always connected to ground.
2. Operationo
Input, or v/riting signals are applied to the target
plate as either the presence or absence of a positive pulse,
while a short duration positive pulse is simultaneously
applied to the grid of the write-read gun. This results
in the depositing of a ciiarge on that part of the target
surface at which the gun is directed. The charge on the
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selected spot v/ill represent either the ciit^it or tue di^it
1, depending on tne presence or absence of the target plate
pulse The "zeros'" are stored at the level of the holding
gun cathode v;hile the "ones" are stored at the level of the
collector potentials
Output signals, corresponding to either a zero or a
one, are obtained across the output resistor iIq shown in
i'ig.ll* The signals result when the reading gun is directed
at a spot containing stored cliarges, and tiie beam is pulsed
on. Positive or negative output pulses are obtained, depend-
ing on whether the spot being interrogated represents a
zero or a one.
The holding beam is used to replenish the charge
stored on the individual elements of the target surface,
virhich may be decreased by leakage from the elements or v/hich
may be partially removed by reading. Holding is accompli-
shed by flooding the storage surface with a uniform beam
of lov/-velocity electrons.
Selection: Deflection circuits, which are controlled
by the external circuits of the computer, position the
electron stream from the write-read gun of the tube,
3. v/riting.
To write on the storage surface, deflection plate
voltages are established to deflect the beam of the writing
gun to the desired spot. The beam will cover from 10 to 25
of the mosiac squares. It will be assuraed that previous
v/riting exists over the face of the target since the holding
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b3am is always in operation. This means that each spot
is charged, to either collector potential, which is zero volts,
or to the holding gun cathode potential which is - loo volts
»
To write positive, i.e* to criarge a spot to collector
potential, the writing beam is biased on, with the target
plate connected to ground, oince the writing gun cathode
is at - 2000 volts the spot under bombardment will have a
secondary emission ratio greater than unity. This holds
whether or not the spot is at zero or - 100 volts potential.
Consequently, the spot under bombardment either stays at
collector potential or charges to collector potential, de-
pending on its original condition.
To write negative, i.eo charge a spot to - 100 volts
potential, a positive gate of +100 volts is applied to
the target plate, and the writing gun beam pulsed on. This
+ 100 volt gate v/ill be capacity coupled to the target sur-
face, raising the potential of each spot by 100 volts
»
Now, with the writing gun beem on, if the spot was origi-
nally at collector potential the 100 volt pulse will force
the spot above collector potential. This puts the spot in
an area v/here the secondary emission ratio is less tnan unity
and it \\111 charge down to collector potential. If the
spot selected was originally at -100 volts then the target
plate pulse raises it to collector potential where it remains
during the period of bombardment. Thus the selected spot
is charged to collector (ground) potential regardless of its
former state. The beam is then biased off, the signal plate
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gate removed, and the spot which was bombarded is dropped
to -100 volts by capacity action. All other spots will
have gone for a "potential ride" and will be returned to
their original state.
Thus, if the writing gun beam is pulsed on with the
target plate at ground (no gate) the selected spot is
charged to collector potential, representing the digit 1.
If the target plate has a
-h 100 volt gate applied, the -
selected spot again assumes collector potential during
bombardment, but drops to the holding gun cathode potential
(-100 volts) when the gate is removed. The writing action
is seen to be independent of the potential of the spot
prior to writing; therefore no erasure is required for the
storing of new information.
4. Reading.
After completion of the writing operation the target
surface is an array of charged spots. The digit 1 is re-
presented by those spots at ground potential; the digit
is represented by those spots at -100 volts potential.
Reading is done in such a way as to detect both posi-
tive and negative regions. In video reading, i.e., d.c.
pulses applied to control grid, a positive output is pro-
duced by the digit 0, and a negative output is produced by
the digit 1. In order to produce a reading signal the
target plate is gated to some intermediate voltage, say
50 volts. This gating signal is transferred by capacity
action to the previously charged spots. Thus the digit 1
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changes from ground to + 50 volts and. the digit changes
from -100 volts to -50 volts.
The reading beam is pulsed on and directed to the
desired address. A spot resting at +50 volts will i^ve a
secondary emission ratio less than unity and v/ill ciiarge down
to collector potential. This produces a negative output
pulse, from the target plate across the output resistor xCqo
For a spot at -50 volts the secondary emission ratio will
be greater than unity and it vdll lose electrons until it
reaches collector potential. This produces a positive
pulse from the target plate across Ro
In computer operation r - f reading is used rather
than video reading as described above. Instead of apply-
ing a video pulse to the reading gun control grid, a 10 gic.
r - f pulse is applied. This provides a means of separat-
ing the output signal from the 50 volt gating pulse timt
is applied to the target plate* The radio frequency signal
is then amplified and detected in a phase sensitive circuit,
giving video output pulses of both polarities
»
In order that the information stored on each of the
elements may be retained for several reading, the reading
beam current must be small* In this way the actual shift-
ing of the original potential toward that of the collector
will be small when a spot is bombarded. Immediately after
reading the holding beam is switched on and the charges
lost during reading can be replenished.
To clarify the previous paragraph, remember that the
gating voltage is a 50-volt pulse. When gated on, all spots
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are raised by 50 volts. The reading beam tends to charge
those at -f 50 volts down to collector potential and cimrge
those at -50 volts up to collector potential. When the
gating pulse goes off each spot will drop. by 50 volts. If
the actual change in charge due to the reading beam is small
,
those spots that were at collector potential prior to read-
ing will be slightly below collector and those spots at
-100 volts will be slightly more positive with respect to
the collector. The holding beam then returns each spot to
its original condition.
If a large signal output is desired, this system cannot
be used and rewriting must occur after each reading.
5o Holding,
Luring the period between writing and reading it is
necessary to compensate for the loss of electrons due to
leakage of the stored ciiarges from the various spots, or due
to small signal reading as previously described. This is
done by static holding, i.e. cimrge is replenished by a
steady spray of electrons over t he target surface, a
separate holding gun is used, its cathode operating at -100
volts to hold the stored signals at their two stable points,
-100 volts and ground,
Refer to Fig.3» The first crossover of beryllium is
at approximately 50 volts above cathode potential. That
gives the following arrangement: cathode at -100 volts,
first crossover of target at -50 volts and the target




tVith the holding gun on, consider what happens to a
spot charged to -100 volts. If the spot is actually at -100
volts or slightly below, then no electrons reach the spot
since no potential difference exists between that spot and
the electron gun, Kowever, if leakage or reading causes a
deficiency of electrons from a spot, then it will go slight-
ly positive with respect to the cathode, and holding - gun
electrons v;ill strike the spot with a few volts energy.
Since the secondary emission is less tlian unity the spot
gains electrons and charges down to the cathode potential*
In tiiis manner any spot charged to -ICO volts is held at
that potential until reading takes place.
If a spot was originally cnarged to ground potential
then tnis v/ill correspond to the second crossover shown in
]i'igo3 since the collector is at ground potential, Since
this spot is at ground potential holding-gun electons will
strike the surface with 100 volts energy. If the spot is
resting at ground potential ti.en the secondary emission
ratio is unity and no change takes place. If the spot goes
positive by a small amount it is in an area v;here the
secondary emission ratio is less than unity so it charges
back down to collector potential. If the spot goes slight-
ly negative then the secondary emission becomes greater
than unity and it charges back up to collector potential*
Thus any spot initially charged to collector potential
is held at that potential by the holding gun electrons.
Kecent reports (jjodd, Llemperer, Youtz 1) indicate
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that 16 tubes are beint, operated in parellel with txieir out-
put signals bein^^ obtained sifiultajxeously on separate lines
«
An access time of 25 u sec has been found to give good re-




.^/ILLIAlviS TUBE: (V/illiams L Kilburn,!?)
The Williams technique of storage was developed by-
prof, r, C. v7illianis and MPo T. Hilburn at the University of
Ivianchester, England. The tube is different from others
used as .storage units in that an ordinary 7" cathode ray
tube with an external target plate is used, rather than a
tube designed for the specific purpose of storage,
iiesults of the v/ork done by ;/illiams and kilburn were
first presented in 1948. At that time there. was considera-
ble interest in the possibilities of using a storage tube
as the memory unit in digital computers, Since few tubes
designed specifically for this purpose had been constructed,
several different groups started experimenting with the
V/illiams technique « Some success has been achieved although
the complete capabilities of the tube, as described by Prof*
Williams, have not been realized, At the present, several
organizations are actively engaged in work vdth the y/illiams
tube, v;ith the hope of developing a reliable, operable system,
la Operation,
Input signals are either short or long duration pulses
applied to the control grid of the gun during scanning.
This results in either a single spot of charge being de-
posited on the sereen, or an elongated spot, or dash, of
charge being deposited, output pulses are taken from tne
external metal target as either positive or negative pulses*
The polarity of the output pulses is determined by the nature
of the charge deposited by the writing beara; i,e, whether a




Since the Williams tube loakes use of effects not here-
tofore discussed a short discussion on the theory of the
tube operation v/ill be given*
ao potential distribution of a single spot: If an
electron beam is switched on and directed toward a
single spot on the CKT screen, a net loss of elec-
trons results if the accelerating potential exceeds
the first crossover of the screen material. Con-
sequently this spot reaches a potential slightly
higher than the potential of the collector, (See
page 15 par 2) and secondaries are ejected into a
retarding field, as a result, electrons with lov/
emission velocities v/ill be returned to the screen.
Some will return directly to the spot under bomb-
ardment but others with high velocities, but not
high enough to reach the collector, will acquire
a component of velocity parallel to the screen
surface and v;ill land in the vicinity of the spot*
Experiments indicate that for bombardments less
than 400 microseconds the surface is unaffected at
distances greater thfc..n a spot diameter from the
target. This redistribution of secondary electrons







positive direction is down. The depression in the
distribution is termed a potential "well". This
effect will be integrated with other effects to be
described, to produce tije output signals.
Effect of interrupting the beam to a single spot:
V/ith the beam directed at a single spot, assume
equilibrium as described in Section 1 has been
reached. The beam is now pulsed on and off at a
frequency of iKc/sec. by applying a series of
square waves to the control grid, 3etween "on"
periods substantially no change occurs in the
charge pattern since the leakage time constant of
the phosphor is large compared to the pulsing
cycle. Since the potential of the spot is
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slightly positive with respect to the collector,
at the instant of switching on the beam a cloud
of electrons consisting of secondaries and some
primaries is introduced near the face of the tar-
get. This is equivalent to bringing a negative
charge near the target plate, and a transient
current flows to the plate to supply the re-
quired induced positive ciiarge. V/hen the beam is
switched off, the opposite effect occurs and a




Spot Separation, a square wave, having half the
frequency of the grid modulating wave form and
phased relative to it as shown in ifig.c is applied
to the deflecting plates, Tv/o spots, as shown at
positions 1 and 2 in Zig, c v/ill be obtained.
If the spot is initially at 1 a potential v/ell
will result. If the beam is sv/itched off, and then






Assuming the spot separation is greater than 1.3 spot
diameters repeated switching of the beara results in the out-
put shov/n in Fig.b,
If the spot separation is less than 1.3> as shown in
Jigsd, some of the secondaries emitted during the evacua-tlon
of well 2 v;ill be attracted to well 1 and partially refill
it as tie figure nliowL.c The extent to v/hich ti:is refilling








The partial refilling of vifell 1 results in a potential
distribution corresponding to a secondary emission ratio
greater than unity, since for unity ratio the v;ell potential
must be Yq, Thus, if the beam is moved back to position 1
and switched on, well 1 is re -evacuated and well 2 is par-
tially refilled. Therefore, with the beam directed to an
area of spots separated by less than 1.3d, at the instant
of switching on the beam, an output pulse is produced that
is the sum of three separate pulses; that due to evacuating
a partially filled well to field depth, that due to partial
refilling of an adjacent Vi/ell, and that due to the intro-
duction of an electron cloud.
The evacuation of a partially filled well to full depth
establishes a positive charge on the target spot under
bombardment. This requires an equal negative charge on the
target plate, resulting in a positive output pulse
o
The partial refilling of an evacuated well means the
addition of negative cha.rge at tliat spot. This requires an
equal positive charge on the target plate, producing a
negative output pulse,
AS previously explained, the electron cloud produces a
negative output pulse*











partial refilling of well
-»***^- TDvlse fj,^om electron cloud
Figure e
From the preceeding discussion it is seen that either of two
states of charge can be left on the target. They are:
1. By bombarding a single spot, ceasing bombard-
ment and not bombarding any other spot in the
vicinity, a spot at equilibrium potential is
produced, ,/hen interrogated this spot pro-
duces a negative output pulse as discussed
on page 54 par .
b
2. By bombarding a single spot, then bom.barding
another spot in the same vicinity (<1.3d)a
partially filled well results. This gives a
potential slightly negative vdth respect to the
equilibrium potential, v/hen interrogated this
spot produces positive output. Actually the
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Ibeam is Lierely moved alon^ the target to pro-
duce this potential distribution.
3. V/riting,
Writing is accomplished by scanning the target at a
uniform speed and applying positive pulses to the electron
gun control grid to pulse the gun on and off. positive
pulses are initiated at regular intervals, approximately ten
microseconds, and have one of tv.'o time durations, either
two micro-seconds or 5 microseconds depending on the in-
formation to be stored on a given element o
The two-microsecond pulse produces a ''dot" on the
target face. This dot will have the potential distribution
shown in Fig» a, and is used to represent the digit zero.
The five-microsend pulse produces a dash on the target
face« In this case the beam v/ill ^ ift that portion ini-
tially bombarded to the equilibrium potential V^ . iiowever,
as the beediL moves to other portions of the dash, some of
the redistributed secondary electrons from these portions
will land on the first part of the dash, shifting this
portion to a potential somewhat negative with respect to
Yq . See i'ig.d. The dash represents the digit one. Thus
each element v/ill have stored on it a dot v/hose potential
is Vc or a dash whose potential at the initial portion is
less than Vq*
if. Reading.
Reading is accomplished t^ directing the beaiii at a dot
or the beginning of a dash and switching it on. As explained
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in the section on theory of operation if the beam is di-
rected at a dot a negative output pulse results; if it is
directed at a dash a positive output pulse is obtained©
Fig.b shows the output pulse obtained v/hen the beam is
directed to a dot and ^pulsed on and off « a negative pulse
is produced when the beam goes on and a positive pulse re-
sults when the beam is turned off o Since tt is not desira-
ble to have the positive pulse from the dot appear in the
output, the output is sampled only for a short period when
the beam is pulsed on. In this way only the :.egative por-
tion of the dot and the positive portion of the dash appears
in the output from the target plateo
Holding; Using the method of reading as described, reading
can be accomplished only once since each dot and the initial
portion of each dash vvdll be left at Vc« This is undesirable
since it is often necessary to read a single address several
times* To overcome this difficulty a regeneration process
is incorporated in the reading, a feecibacic arra igeaent
samples the output pulse before the reading pulse is ended.
This controls the reading pulse so tiiat a negative output,
indicating a dot, shuts the beam off at the end of two
microseconds. If the output is positive, indicating a dash,
the reading pulse is lengthened to five microsecondc, thus
rewriting the dash. In this way the dots and dashes are
retained by the target surface after reading.
5, iirasingj
If it is desired to erase the stored information then
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each digit is read without the feedback" circuit in operation.
This leaves each dot at Yq and the begirming of each dash
a Vqo Thus dots or dashes can be rewritten as described in
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